Abstract. Let X be a real Banach space, X* its dual, A a linear map of X into X* and N a nonlinear map of X* into X. Using the recent results of Browder and Gupta, Brezis, and Petryshyn, in this paper we study the abstract Hammerstein equation, w + ANw = 0. Assuming suitable growth conditions on Az, new existence results are obtained under the following conditions on X, A and N.
Introduction. Let X be a real Banach space, X* its conjugate space and (w, x) the value of the functional w in X* at the element x in X. In this paper we study the solvability of functional equations of the form (1) w + ANw = 0 (weX*)
under various conditions on X, on the linear mapping A of X into X* and the nonlinear mapping N of X* into X. The class of equations (1) The study of equation (2) with A and TV given by (3) has been initiated by Hammerstein [12] and continued by Inglisch [13] , Nemyckil [18] , Golomb [10] and others. Further studies have been carried out by Rothe [21] , Dolph [7] , Vainberg [22] , Krasnosel'skiï [17] , and others (see [20] , [22] ). In recent years the variational and the monotonicity methods are most often used in the study of the solvability of equations (1) and (2). Vainberg [22] and others applied variational methods to the problem of solving (2). By imposing suitable conditions on A and TV, they transformed the problem of solving (2) in LP(D) into the problem of solving a suitable equation (4) Tx = 0 (xeL2(D)) in the Hilbert space L2(D) with Ta. potential operator in L2(D) such that its potential had a local minimum which then was used as a solution of equation (4) . The monotonicity method for equation (1) with operators A and Ñ acting in a Hilbert space has been successfully used by Vainberg [22] , [23] , Kolodner [14] , Kolomy [15] , [16] , and especially by Dolph and Minty [8] . More recent papers applying the monotone operator theory to abstract Hammerstein equations (1) in Banach spaces include Amann [1] , [2] , [3], Brezis [6] , Vainberg [24] , DeFigueiredo-Gupta [9] , Browder-Gupta [4] , Valnberg-Lavrent'ev [25] , BrowderDeFigueiredo-Gupta [5] , and others.
The above authors studied equations (1) and/or (2) under the basic assumption that TV is either potential or monotone. In generalizing the Dolph-Minty [8] result to reflexive strictly convex Banach spaces X and X*, Brezis [6] established an existence theorem for (1) for a more general class of mappings TV, namely, those of type (M). The definition of a mapping of type (M) given by Brezis is, as we shall discuss later, somewhat different than that given in this paper.
The purpose of this paper is to carry further the study of the solvability of the abstract Hammerstein equation (1) for TV not necessarily monotone and bounded and/or for nonseparable X and A*, which are not necessarily reflexive and strictly convex. In this paper we obtain new existence results which we now outline briefly.
In §1 we study (1) under the assumption that Ais reflexive, A: Af-> X* is linear and bounded, and TV: X* -» Abounded and of type (M). It is first shown (Theorem 1) that if fix) = iAx, x), Vx e X, is weakly lower semicontinuous and (5) iA*x, x) + (NA*x, A*x) ^ 0 for all x e B(Q, r) and some r > 0, then (1) is solvable; special cases are considered. If we strengthen the condition on A by assuming that A is angle-bounded with constant of angle-boundedness c, and N satisfies either the growth condition (Theorem 2) (6) (TVh, u) ^ -zcH|2 + (TV(0), u) Vh e X* and some k ^ 0 with k{\. +c2)\A\ < 1 or the growth condition (Theorem 3)
Nx\ S y\x\ Vx e X such that |jc|| > r and some y > 0 with y(l -|-c2)||^|| < 1, then (1) is solvable.
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In §2 we study (1) for X a general Banach space, A angle-bounded and N pseudomonotone. The solvability of (1) is proved for N satisfying either the growth condition (6) (Theorem 4) or the growth condition (7) (Theorem 5).
In §3 we show (Theorems 6 and 7) that the reflexivity condition on A'in Theorems 2 and 3 can be relaxed to that of weak completeness of X if the monotonicity condition on A in the angle-boundedness requirement is strengthened to strict monotonicity. If we strengthen further the condition on A by assuming that A is strongly monotone, then Theorems 2 and 3 are valid for mappings N of type (M) for which the boundedness condition is somewhat relaxed (Theorems 8 and 9).
In §4 a variational method is first used (Theorems 10 and 11) to extend certain Hubert space results of Vaïnberg to general Banach spaces under the assumption that A : X -> X* is a monotone symmetric mapping while N: X* ->■ Y is a potential mapping satisfying suitable growth conditions. Our Theorem 12 illustrates the naturalness and usefulness of growth condition (6) .
In §5 we strengthen certain results of §1 in case A' is a reflexive space with a Schauder basis, X* is strictly convex and AN: X* -> X* is quasibounded and either monotone, bounded and pseudo-monotone, or bounded and of type (M). Finally, we remark that for our purposes the result of Browder-Gupta [4] concerning the existence of a suitable Hubert space in which to split the operator A, the extension of some of the results of Brezis [6] , and the results of Petryshyn [19] concerning the solvability of equations involving pseudo-monotone mappings and mappings of type (M) under various "at infinity" conditions will be of special usefulness.
1. In this section we study (1) under the assumption that Y is reflexive and the nonlinear mapping N is of type (M). Definition 1. Let X be a Banach space and T: X ^ X*. Then T is said to be of type (M) provided the following two conditions hold:
(i) If x" -^ x in X, T(xn) -* g in X* and lim sup" (T(xn), xn) ^ (g, x), then T(x)=g,
(ii) T is continuous from finite-dimensional subspaces of X into X* equipped with the weak* topology.
The definition of a mapping of type (M) given above is different than that given by Brezis [6] . In [6] a mapping of type (M) need not act from X to X*, but may act from AT to Y, where there is a bilinear form on Xx Y. In addition, if one replaces sequences by filters and weak topology by the topology induced by the bilinear form in the definition above, then one obtains Brezis' definition. When Y=X* it is clear that a mapping satisfying Brezis' definition satisfies the one given here. However, as remarked by Brezis, in order to guarantee that the two definitions coincide, X must be reflexive and separable(3).
(3) We thank the referee for suggesting that we comment upon the difference between Brezis' definition of type (M) and the one given here. [October It was shown in [6] that monotone hemicontinuous operators as well as pseudomonotone operators (to be defined later) from A'to X* are both of type (M). The sum of two operators of type (M) need not be of type (M). However, we do have the following result. Proposition 1.1. Let Xbe a Banach space and suppose T: A"-* X* is of type (M).
Suppose that S: A"->-X* is weakly continuous (i.e. xn-*x=> Sixn) -* Six)) and that the functional fix) = (S(x), x) is weakly lower semicontinuous Q.e., xn-^ x =>/(x)^lim infn/(xn)). Then the mapping T+S:X^*X* is also of type (M).
Proof. Let {xn} <= X be such that xn -*» x, ÇT+ S)(xn) -f g and lim sup HT+S)ixn), xn) S (g, x). From Remarks 1.1 and 1.2 one sees that if T: X -> X* is of type (M), 5": X -> X* is weakly continuous and monotone and L : X -> X* is completely continuous, then T+S+L is of type (M). In [6] Brezis observed that T+ S was of type (M). It is not the case, as is shown by the following example, that the sum of an operator of type (M) and a compact operator (i.e., continuous and the images of bounded sets are precompact) is always of type (M).
Example. Let X= l2. Since the zero map is clearly of type (M) it suffices to find a map T of l2 into l2 such that it is compact and not of type (M). In what follows we shall utilize the following two results for maps of type (M) which will prove to be essential in our study of Hammerstein equations. Our arguments are similar to those used by Browder, Brezis, DeFigueiredo, and others in the study of monotone type mappings. Proposition 1.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and T: X -*■ X* a mapping of type (M) which satisfies the following condition:
(ß) If {x,} is a bounded sequence in X such that {(Tx¡, xj)} is also bounded, then {T(Xj)} is bounded.
If there exists an r>0 such that (T(x), x)^0for
x e B(0, r), then there exists an x0 e B(0, r) such that T(xo) = 0.
Proof. Let F be the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces of X ordered (partially) by inclusion. For each F in F, let JF be the inclusion map of F into X, J* the dual projection map of X* onto F*, and TF=J*TJF the continuous map of F into F*. Since, for each x in B n F, (TF(x), x) = (T(x), x)^0, it follows that there exists an xF in B n F such that TF(xF) = 0. For each F e F, let AF = {x e F | TF(x) = 0, ||x| Sr}, let VF=\JFeßrFiz>F {AFi}, and let KP = weak cl (VF). Then for each FeF, VF is weakly compact, and the family {VF \ FeF} obviously has the finite intersection property. Hence (~)Fe&r VFJ=0 and therefore there exists in B(0, r) an element x0 which lies in VF for each F in F. We claim that r(xo) = 0. Indeed, if T(x0) were not 0, then there would exist an u0 in X such that (/) (T(x0), «o) < 0. Now, let F be an element of F which contains the points x0 and u0. Now since x0 lies in VF, there exists a sequence {xFj}={x,} in VF such that x, -» x0 in X. Each xy lies in a finite-dimensional subspace F¡ of X which contains F and x, satisfies the equation Tfaf) = 0. Since x¡ -* x0 in X and 0 = (Tj(xj), xf) = (Tx" x¡) for each j, condition (ß) implies the boundedness of {T(Xj)}. In view of this and the reflexivity of X, we may assume that ^(x,) -* g for some g in X*. Now, since both xf and x0 lie in Fj for each/ (T(xf), xJ -x0) = (Tj(xj), Xj -xo) = 0; therefore, lim sup (T(x¡), Xj) = lim sup (T(xj), x0) = lim (T(Xj), x0) = (g, x0).
Hence x;-^x0 in X, T(x,)-^g in X*, and lim sup (Ttx,), Xj) = (g, x0). Consequently, since T is of type (M), T(x0)=g. Now, (T(xj), uQ) = 0 for each/ and therefore limj(T(xj),uo) = (g,u0) = 0. Since T(x0)=g, we have (T(xo),u0) = 0, in contradiction to (/). It follows that r(xo) = 0. Q.E.D.
We add that condition (ß) is analogous to the requirement that T be strongly quasibounded as defined by Browder Proof. Let F' be the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces of X of dimension greater than 1. Using the same notation as in Proposition 1.2 it is clear that if we can show that 7V(x) = 0 has a solution in 5(0, 2r) n F for each FeF', then the same proof as that for Proposition '1.2 will suffice. Indeed, let FeF'. Then TF:F-+F* is continuous and hence the functional /: F -> R, defined by fix) = (TF(x),x), is continuous. Since F-B(0,r) is connected, TF(F-B(0, r)) is connected, and since 0 ^ TF(F-B(0, r)) we see that either (Tj,(x), x)>0 for all x e F with ||x|| >r, or iTFix),x)<0
for all x e F with ||x||>r. In the first case clearly TF(x) = 0 has a solution in B(0, 2r), and in the second case we consider -TF, which satisfies ( -TF(x), x)>0 Vx e F with ||x|| =2r, and hence -T^fx) = 0 has a solution, and hence 7V(x) = 0 has a solution. Q.E.D.
We note that when X is separable and reflexive, and condition iß) is replaced by boundedness, then Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 follow from the results of Brezis [6] .
We add that our arguments in the proof of Proposition 1.2 are similar to those used by DeFigueiredo (in a paper to be published) who extended the surjectivity theorem of Brezis to nonseparable reflexive Banach spaces by showing that if X is reflexive and T: X -> X* is a bounded coercive map of type (M), then Tis onto. Since the boundedness of T implies condition iß) the surjectivity result of DeFigueiredo follows as a corollary of Proposition 1.2.
In this section we obtain two existence theorems for the abstract Hammerstein equation
for the case when A is a reflexive Banach space, TV: X* -> Ais a bounded mapping of type (M) and A : A-> X* is a suitable linear mapping. Since X is reflexive, to solve equation (1.1) it suffices to solve the equation
where A* is the adjoint mapping of A"** = X into X*.
To prove our first theorem we will need the following result. Proposition 1.4. Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Suppose A : X -> X* is a bounded linear mapping such that the functional f: X ->■ R defined by fix) = L4(x), x), x e X, is weakly lower semicontinuous. If N: X* -*• X is of type (M) and bounded, then the mapping T = A* + ANA*: X-> X* is also of type (M) and bounded.
Proof. Since A*: X-+ X* is weakly continuous and the functional g: X'->R defined by g(x) = (A*(x), x) = (A(x), x) is weakly lower semicontinuous, we see, by Proposition 1.1, that to prove that A* + ANA* is of type (M), it suffices to show that ANA* is of type (M).
Suppose {x"}<= Af is such that xn t* x, ANA*(xn) -* g and lim supn (ANA*(xn), xn) (g, x). Since A* is linear and bounded, A*(xn)-^ A*(x), and hence, since N is bounded, {NA*(xn)} is bounded. But X is reflexive, and hence we may choose a subsequence {x"J such that NA*(xnic) -j^f. Thus ANA*(xnk) -* A(f), and con- The following two useful corollaries result from Theorem 1. Corollary 1.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and N: X* -> X a bounded map of type (M). Suppose L: Af -> X* is linear and monotone, and C: X ^ X* is linear and completely continuous. If there exists a number r>0 such that (1.3) holds with A=L + C, then the equation
has a solution in X*.
Proof. It suffices to show that A=L+C is bounded and/: X'-> R defined by
, x e X, is a weakly lower semicontinuous functional. Now, since L is linear and monotone, it follows from the results in [6] , [2] that it is bounded. Hence A is bounded. But L is weakly continuous, and thus by Remark 1.1 the functional x i->-(L(x), x) is weakly lower semicontinuous.
We will now show that /is weakly lower semicontinuous. Let {zn}<= X be such that zn -» z in X. Then Cizn) -> Ciz) and using the initial observation we see that (L(z), z)5Him infn iLizn), zn) and, therefore,
i.e., fis weakly lower semicontinuous. Q.E.D. Remark 1.3. In case C=0, then A is linear monotone and condition (1.3) of Theorem 1 is satisfied if we assume that (TVvl*(x), A*(x)) ^ 0 for all x e B(0, r) <= X. In this case, our Corollary 1.1 is analogous to the result of Brezis [6] for the equation (1.4) with A=L. We note that Brezis' arguments are quite different from those of ours. However, in applications his "boundary condition" is more easily verifiable than our condition (1.3). Suppose further that TV is coercive, i.e., (1.6) (TVw, w)/||u|| ->-oo as \\u\\ -s-oo.
Then equation (1.1) has a solution in X*.
Proof. As the proof of Corollary 1.1 shows, the functional /: JT-> R defined by fix) = (A(x), x), xe X, is weakly lower semicontinuous. But, since TV is coercive, we may choose r>0 such that (Niy),y)>0 for ||_y||>/\ Hence, when |x||>r/o£, we have (NA*(x), A*(x))>0, and since L4*(x), x)^0 for all x in X, we see that condition (1.3) is verified for x such that ||x| = rfa. Q.E.D. Remark 1.4. We have shown that f: X-+ R defined by fix) = (/l(x), x) is weakly lower semicontinuous when A is either linear and monotone or the sum of a linear monotone and linear completely continuous mappings. The latter class includes the case studied by Vainberg [22] when A is a Hilbert space H and A : H -> H is selfadjoint and such that the negative part of its spectrum consists of a finite number of eigenvalues, each of finite multiplicity, while its positive spectrum is arbitrary. In this case A is expressible as A = A + +A^, where A+ is positive selfadjoint and A _ has a finite-dimensional range, and hence is completely continuous.
The practical disadvantage of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1 is that the verification of its boundary condition (1.3) requires the advance knowledge of A*x for each x in È(0, r) c X which in some cases may not be easily available. The condition on A* in Corollary 1.2 is also restrictive although not without practical interest.
In this section we show that by strengthening somewhat our conditions on the linear mapping A and by employing the approach of Browder-Gupta [4] (see also Amann [1] ), we can replace the boundary condition (1.3) of Theorem 1 by a condition on N which will be more useful for applications.
Definition 2. Let X be a general real Banach space. If A is a linear monotone mapping of X into X*, then it is said to be angle-bounded with constant of angleboundedness c ä 0 if for all x and y in X we have (1.7)
\(Ax, y)-(Ay, x)\ S 2c{(Ax, xY'2}{(Ay, y)"2}.
We recall that if A is a bounded linear mapping of Zinto X*, then A is said to be symmetric if (1.8) (Ax, y) = (Ay, x) for all x and y in X;
A is strongly accretive (strongly monotone or positive definite) if there exists a constant m > 0 such that (1.9) (Ax, x) ^ m\\x\\2 for all x in X.
It follows that every symmetric mapping A of X into X* is angle-bounded with constant of angle-boundedness c=0. If A is strongly accretive, then it is also angle-bounded with c= ]|/4||/w since \(Ax,y)-(Ay,x)\ Ú 2\A\\ \\x\\ \\y\\ f, 2c{(Ax, xy>2}{(Ay, yf'2} for all x, y e X.
The following proposition of Browder-Gupta [4] (ii) || S ||2 S R if and only if (Ax, x) ^ R || x ||2 for all x in X. Proof. Let {xn} <= H be any sequence such that xn -7* x0 in H, Txn -=■ g in H and lim supn (7xn, xn)^ig, x). We wish to show that Tx0=g. Since S* is a bounded linear mapping of H into A* and A is a bounded map of X* into X, it follows that 5*xn -* S*x0 in X* and the the sequence {TV5*xn} is bounded in X. Since X is reflexive, we may choose a subsequence {xnJ and an element / in X such that NS*x"k -^/in X as k -> 00. Hence SNS*xnic -» Sf in H. But, since Txn -» g in H, Since Ais of type (M) and S*xnic -» S*x0 with NS*xnk -^/in X, the relation ( + ) implies that NS*x0=f Thus, 5TV5,*x0 = >S/and since Sf=g -(/+5)_1x0, we obtain the looked for equality Tx0 = il+B)~1x0 + SNS*x0=g, i.e. T is of type (M).
Clearly T is bounded. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, A an angle-bounded mapping of X into X* and N a bounded mapping of type (M) of X* into X such that Q.E.D. where M is pseudo-monotone, S is weakly continuous and monotone, and C is completely continuous.
2. In this section we study the abstract Hammerstein equation (1) under the assumption that A is a general Banach space, A is angle-bounded, and N is pseudomonotone. Definition 3. Let X be a general real Banach space. A mapping T of X into X* is said to be pseudo-monotone if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) If{xn} c Aisa sequence such that xn -* x0 in X and lim sup" (7xn, xn -x0) á 0, then (Tx0, x0 -x) ^ lim inf (Txn, xn -x) for all x in X.
(ii) For each fixed v e X, the mappings defined by x i-> (7x, x -v) is bounded below on weakly compact subsets of X.
The definition of pseudo-monotone map given by Brezis differs from the above in the same manner as the two definitions of a map of type (M) differ.
It was shown in [6] that every pseudo-monotone mapping is of type (M), but that there are mappings of type (M) which are not pseudo-monotone. The same is true for pseudo-monotone as defined above.
Remark 2.1. It turns out that every mapping T of X into X* which satisfies condition (ii) also satisfies condition iß) of Proposition 1.2. Indeed, let {x,} be a bounded sequence in X such that {(7x;, xf)} is also bounded, i.e., there exist r>0 and K>0 such that {x;}<=5(0, r) and \iTx¡, Xy)|^A:for all/ Now, suppose that T satisfies condition (ii). Then to each v in X, there corresponds a CviB) > 0 such that iTx¡, Xj-v) ^ -CviB) or {Tx" v) ^ K+ C"(5).
Similarly, there exists a C_"(.ß)>0 such that
The two inequalities imply that to each v in X there corresponds an Mv > 0 such that \iTXj, v)\ ^Mv. Hence, by the principle of uniform boundedness, there exists an m>0 such that \\Tx,-\\ ^m for all/ i.e., condition iß) holds. We note that, in view of the above remarks, Proposition 1.2 implies the following generalization of the result of Brezis [6] .
If X is a reflexive Banach space and T is a psuedo-monotone mapping of X into X* such that (Jx, x)/||x|| -> + oo as flx[| -y oo, then T is surjective, i.e. T(X) = X*.
The authors were informed by D. G. DeFigueiredo that a similar result has also been recently obtained by F. E. Browder and P. Hess in a paper quoted before the statement of Proposition 1.3.
We add that every hemicontinuous monotone mapping is pseudo-monotone and so is the sum of a pseudo-monotone and a hemicontinuous monotone mappings.
In this section we obtain existence results for the Hammerstein equation (1) without the assumption that X is reflexive, and, in case N is pseudo-monotone, without the assumption that it is bounded. Consequently, the results of this section cannot be deduced from those of the preceding section.
Our first result in this section is the following proposition: 3. In Theorems 2 and 3 we assumed that the Banach space X was reflexive and then utilized Proposition 1.5 in applying existence theorems for mappings of type (M). In fact, if one is willing to assume a slightly stronger hypothesis on A than angle-boundedness, then one may relax the reflexivity condition to that of weak completeness on X. [g, *o]. Now {xn} is bounded and hence {S*(xn)} is bounded, and hence {SNS*(xn)} is bounded. Since H is reflexive, we may choose {xnA such that SNS*(xnA-^g in H. Hence for all he H we have [SNS*(xnk), h] -> [g, h], i.e., for all h e H, (NS*(xnk), S*(h)) -» [g, h]. But observe that since \S(u)\2 = (A(u), u) we may conclude that S: X-*-H is one-to-one and thus S*(H) is dense in X*. Consequently, for a dense subset of X*, namely S*(H), we have {(NS*(xnic), g)} is Cauchy for all g in S*(H). Since {NS*(xnA} is bounded we have that {(NS*(xnA, g)} is Cauchy Vg e X*. Since X is weakly complete, we may choose /e X such that NS*(xnic)--f Hence SNS*(xnk)--S(f). But since Thus, limsupfc(V5*(xnJ,5*(xnt))^(/,S*(x0)) and S*(x"fc)-S*(x0) and NS*(xnk)^f Since A is of type (M) we see that TV5*(x0)=/ Thus SNS*ix0) = Sif)=g-iI+B)-1ix0).
Finally, we see TixQ)=g, and hence T is of type (M). The argument of Theorem 3 showing |[T(x), x]|/|x| ->-oo as |x| ->■ oo is also valid here.
Let he H, then it follows that Th = T-h is bounded and of type (M) and such that there exists r>0 such that [TÄ(x), x]#0 for all xe H such that |x| âr. By Proposition 1.3, we may conclude that 7'A(x) = 0 has a solution. Thus T is onto.
Now, since I+B:H^-H is onto, we see that S*(I+B)(H) = S*(H). Let feS*(I+B)iH).
Then choose hteH such that f=S*iI+B)ih1). Choose h2eH such that Th2 = il+ B)~\h2) + SNS*ih2) = h1. Then S*(A2) + ^TV(5'*(A2))=/ Since S*iI+B)iH) is a dense subset of X*, our proof is complete. Q.E.D. Theorem 7. Le/ X be a weakly complete Banach space. Suppose A: X -> X* is angle-bounded and such that (yl(x), x) >0for x#0. Let N: X* -> X be bounded and of type (M). Suppose that (7V(w), w)ä -rc||M||2 + (TV(0), u) for all u in X* and some k such that zc(l +c2)|y4|| < 1, where c is the constant of angle-boundedness. Then the equation w + ANiw) = 0 has a solution in X*.
Proof. In Theorem 5 we proved that the map T=iI+B)-1 + SNS*: H^H is of type (M) and bounded. Now If we strengthen further the conditions on A by assuming that A is strongly accretive on X, i.e., (^4x, x)ä w||x||2 for all x in X and some m >0, then Theorem 3 remains valid for the mapping N: X* -> A" of type (M) for which the boundedness assumption is somewhat relaxed.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a Banach space and let A be a strongly accretive linear mapping of X into X*. If N is a mapping of X* into X which is of type (M) and which satisfies condition (ß), then T=(l +B)~1 + SNS*: H'-> H is also of type (M) and satisfies condition (ß).
Proof. We first note that since A is a strongly accretive linear mapping of X into X*, A is angle-bounded with the constant of angle-boundedness c=||y4||/wj. Now, if in X we introduce the symmetric bilinear form [ , ] on X, by [*> y] = U(Ax, y) + (Ay, x)} for all x, y e X, then, since \\A\\ ||x|| ä [x, x]=\x\2 = (Ax, x)äm||x||2 for all x in X, the space X endowed with the inner product [ , ] and the corresponding norm [ ; ]=| |2 becomes a Hubert space, which we also denote by H. We add in passing that since the norms || || and | | are equivalent and AT is a Hubert space with respect to the norm | |, AT is reflexive.
As in [4] , let S be the linear injection of AT into H. Since |Sx|2=rSx, Sx] = (Ax, x) ä/rj||x||2 for all x in A', 5 is a continuously invertible mapping of X onto H. Consequently, S* is also a continuously invertible mapping of H onto X*. Since A is angle-bounded, the same arguments as those used in [4] show that there exists a bounded skew-symmetric operator B of//into H such that A = S*(I+B)S. Note that since N is not bounded we cannot use Proposition 1.7 to conclude that T=(l +B)~1 + SNS* is of type (M). For that, a separate argument has to be given. Now, let {xn} be any sequence in H such that x"-» x0 in H, Txn^g in H and lim sup" [Txn, xn]^ [g, x0] .Then S*xn-» S*x0 in X* and(l+B)~1xn~>
(1 +B)~1x0 in H. Hence SNS*xn = Txn-(l+B)~1xn^g-(l +B)~1x0 in H and, therefore, since 5 is a continuously invertible linear mapping, NS*xn = S~1(SNS*xn)^ S^ig-il+By^o) in X. Thus, we have S*xn^ S*x0 in X*, NS*xn^ S-^g-il+By^o) in X and lim sup (A/5*xn, S*xn)^(S-1(g-(l+B)-1x0), S*x0) from which, since N is of type (M), we conclude that NS*x0 = S~1(g-(l +5)_1x0), i.e. Tx0=g and Tis of type (M).
To show that T satisfies condition (j8) let {xf} be a bounded sequence in H such that {[TXj, Xj]} is also bounded. Now, since {S*xy} is bounded in X* and (I+B)'1 is a bounded linear mapping of H onto H, it follows from the equality Proof. Since S*(I+B)iH) = X*, to prove Theorem 9 it suffices to show that T is onto. Now, by Proposition 3.1, T: H -> H is of type (M) and satisfies condition iß) and so is the mapping Tf = T-f fox each given/in H. Hence, to prove our assertion, it suffices to show that 0 e RiT). The latter will follow if we can establish the existence of an rx > 0 such that [Tx, x] > 0 for all x e 5(0, rx) <= H. Now, since S*: H-> X* is continuously invertible, there exists a cx>0 such that \\S*x\\ â d ||x|| for all x in H. Choose r1 > 0 such that ¿¿i^ > r and note that for all ||x|| S rx we have ||5*x|| ^dlxll ^c1r1>r. Hence, in view of our conditions on N and the fact that US*||2^ ||.41| and \\B\\£ \\A\\fm, for all ||x|| ^r, we have the relation \(NS*x, S*x)\ Ú \\NS*x\\ \\S*x\\ í y||S*||2|x|2 Ú y\\A\\ \x\2 and therefore for all x in H with |x| >r^ we have In what follows we shall make use of the following known fact. Proposition 4.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and, in particular, a Hilbert space. Let f: B(0, r): X'-> Rl be a weakly lower semicontinuous functional. Then f assumes its infimum on B(0, r). Furthermore, iff(x) >/(0) for all x e B(0, r), then f attains a local minimum at an interior point ofB(0, r).
We recall that a mapping G of A'into X* is said to be potential (weakly potential) if there exists a functional/of X into R1 such that for all x and y in X we have
The functional / is called the potential of G and G is said to be the gradient of/ written grad (/) = G. Remark 4.1. When G is potential, then Gx=0 whenever x is a local minimum or maximum of/ where grad (/) = G.
Theorem 10. Let X be a general Banach space and let A be a linear, monotone, and symmetric mapping of X into X*. Suppose f is a weakly lower semicontinuous functional on X such that
where ax \\A || < 1, a2 > 0, a3 > 0 and 0 < 8 < 2. Suppose also that N: X* -> X is such that grad (f) = N. Then the equation w + ANw = 0 has a solution in X*.
Proof. Since, when A is symmetric, B=0 and, therefore, in terms of notation of Proposition 1.5, it suffices to find a solution of the equation (4.2) x + SNS*x = 0, xeH.
Define the functional z7(x) = ^[x, x]+f(S*x) for xeH. We note that q is weakly lower semicontinuous. Indeed, suppose xn-^x in H. Then i[x, x]=^|x|2 :£lim inf" |xn|2 and S*xn-* S*x in X*. Hence, by the weak lower semicontinuity off, we have/(5'*x)^lim infn/(5*xn). Consequently, For the reflexive Banach space X the validity of Theorem 10 has been independently established in [11] .
We recall that a mapping G of A into X* is said to have a Gateaux derivative at x e X if there exists a bounded linear mapping of X into X* denoted by C7'(x) such that for each A in A we have
We say that G is Gateaux differentiable if G has a Gateaux derivative at each x in X. Sometimes G\x) is denoted by DGix, ■ ) = G'(x).
While in Theorem 10 we assumed a growth condition on the potential of N to obtain the existence of a solution, in the next theorem we will assume, in addition to the potentialness of A, that it has a Gateaux derivative N' and place a growth condition on A'. The following known proposition will be needed. Proposition 4.2 [22] . Let X be a reflexive Banach space (in particular, a Hilbert space). Suppose f: X -*■ R1 is such that it has first and second Gateaux derivatives on all of X, with the latter satisfying the inequality D2f(x,h,h)^ ||A||y (||A||) and D2f(tx, h, h) being continuous in t e [0, 1] for x and A fixed, where y(t) is a nonnegative continuous function defined for i^O and such that lim^«, y(r) = 0. Then there exist x0e X such that f has a local minimum at x0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Hence we have the inequality D2q(x,h,h) ^ \h\2-a\\A\\ \h\2 ä (1 -a\\A\\)\h\2. We now invoke Proposition 4.2 to conclude that q has a local minimum. Hence grad(<7) has a zero. Thus, there exists x0eH such that x0 + iSAzr5*(x0) = 0. Thus there exists we X* such that w + AN(w) = 0. Q.E.D.
We will now remove the symmetry condition on A and replace it with the weaker condition of angle-boundedness. However, in order to obtain the existence of solutions, we shall have to impose, in addition to a growth condition, a "monotonicity" condition on N. We do not require N to be potential. We add that our next theorem indicates also the usefulness and the naturalness of our growth condition (1.12) of Theorem 2. u(x)+ k(x, y)g(u(y), y) dy = 0, Ja where u(x), defined on £2, is measurable and has certain integrability properties. Letting A(u)(y) = ja k(x, y)u(x) dx and N(u)(y)=g(u(y), y) we see that the above equation is of the form u+AN(u)=0. [October The condition that the operator TV has a Gateaux derivative satisfying the growth condition of Theorem 11 is satisfied under the following conditions. Suppose A acts from LV(ÇÏ) into L"iQ.),p~1+q~1 = l. (Nemyckii gives necessary and sufficient conditions for this to be so.) Let g'Au, x) exist and be such that the operator S defined by Siu)(x)=g'u(uix), x) acts from L*(0) into Lp/<p-2)(ß). Then N has a Gateaux derivative given by DN(u, v)=g'u(uix), x)-v(x). Furthermore, if there exists m such that g'u(u, x) ^ -m for all u, x in Q, then we have for all v e L"(D.) the relation DN(u, v, v) = J g'uiu(x), x)v\x) dx ^ -m\\v\\2L\a) provided qä 2 and mes (Q) < oo.
Remark 4.3. The condition that TV be potential and bounded is satisfied when TV, defined by A(w)(x) =g(w(x), x), acts from LP(D) to ¿"(Q) where p~1 +q~1 = 1.
Remark 4.4. Theorem 10 is a generalization of Theorem 10.1 [22] , in which it is assumed that all of the operators act in the same Hilbert space. It is also an extension of the result of Vainberg obtained in [22] for X=LP(C1) (2áp<oo) with A a completely continuous, monotone, linear and symmetric mapping of L"(Q.) into L"(Q.) (\fp+l/q=\).
Theorem 11 is a generalization of Theorem 10.2 and Theorem 24.3 [22] .
5. In case the reflexive space X has a Schauder basis, X* is strictly convex and AN: X* -* A* is quasibounded, then the first part of §1 can be somewhat strengthened. To show this we utilize the following result of Petryshyn [19] which was obtained in [19] as a corollary of a more general theorem for pseudo-/l-proper mappings from X into Y. Proposition 5.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with a Schauder basis and with X* strictly convex. Let T be a mapping of X into X* such that (5.1) (Tx, x) è (T(0), x) -c||x|| for all x in X and some c è 0, (5.2) ||rx|| -> oo as \\x\\ -* oo.
Then T maps X onto X* provided T satisfies additionally any one of the following three conditions:
(a) T is hemicontinuous and monotone.
(b) T is bounded and pseudo-monotone.
(c) T is bounded and of type (M) and X has a weakly continuous duality mapping J of X into X*.
Remark 5.1. We note in passing that in case T is monotone, then condition (5.1) is superfluous since it always holds with c = 0.
In what follows we will need a special case of the following proposition.
